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■	 The	 Insurance Act,	 the	Protection	 of	Financial	 Services	
Users Act, the Protection of Consumers of Financial 
Services	for	Distance	Contracts	Act,	the	Financial	Leasing	
Act,	the	National	Bank	of	Serbia	Act,	the	Banks	Act	and	
the Act on Voluntary Pension Funds and Pensions Plans, 
which are of importance for financial services matters.

■	 The	 Protection	 of	 Competition	 Act,	 which	 regulates	
protection of competition matters.

There are also numerous bylaws adopted based on the CPA.  
Bylaws regulate the conditions and manner of registration of 
consumer protection associations, out-of-court settlement of 
consumer disputes, standard, informative and withdrawal forms 
for timeshares and forms for the withdrawal from distance 
contracts and off-premises contracts. 

The most pertinent bylaws for consumer protection matters 
are:	 1)	 the	Rulebook	on	 the	Content	 and	Manner	of	Keeping	
Records	 of	 Associations	 and	 Unions	 for	 Protection	 of	
Consumers	and	Conditions	for	Registration;	2)	the	Rulebook	on	
the	Tasks	and	Powers	of	the	Regulatory	Authority	for	Out-of-
Court	 Settlement	 of	Consumer	Disputes;	 3)	 the	Rulebook	 on	
the Form and Content of the Template for Withdrawal from 
Distance Contracts or Contracts Concluded Outside Business 
Premises; 4) the Decree on the Content of the Form for With-
drawal from the Timeshare Contracts, on Permanent Holiday 
Reliefs,	on	Assistance	 in	Resale	and	on	Facilitating	Exchange;	
and	 5)	 the	 Decree	 on	 the	 Content	 of	 the	 Standard	 Informa-
tion Form for the Timeshare Contracts, on Permanent Holiday 
Reliefs,	on	Assistance	in	Resale	and	on	Facilitating	Exchanges.

1.2 What is the definition of “consumer” (i.e., who does 
consumer protection law protect)?

The CPA stipulates that a consumer is a natural person who 
purchases goods or services on the market for purposes other 
than their business and other commercial activities.

1.3 Who is/which entities are required to comply with 
consumer protection law?

The CPA applies to the relations emerging between traders and 
consumers. 

1 General

1.1 What legislation, regulations and guidelines are 
relevant to consumer protection in your jurisdiction?

The	Constitution	 of	 the	 Republic	 of	 Serbia	 (“Serbia”) deter-
mines	consumer	protection	policy	in	Serbia,	while	the	most	rele-
vant act regulating the conduct of traders towards consumers 
is the Consumer Protection Act (“CPA”).  Apart from these 
umbrella regulations, other regulations apply such as the Civil 
Proceedings Act, the Contracts and Torts Act, the Market 
Surveillance	Act,	 the	 Inspection	Supervision	Act,	 the	Admin-
istrative Proceedings Act, the Misdemeanours Act, etc.  These 
laws together define the framework and proceedings applicable 
to consumer protection, particularly in terms of the exercise of 
consumers’ rights and effective penalties. 

Given that consumer protection policy involves different poli-
cies of the state, it includes a wide range of laws and bylaws, namely:
■	 The	 Act	 on	 General	 Safety	 of	 Product	 and	 the	 Act	 on	

Technical	 Requirements	 for	 Products	 and	 Conformity	
Assessment, which regulate security and product compli-
ance matters.

■	 The	 Food	 Safety	 Act,	 the	 Organic	 Production	 Act,	 the	
Wine Act, the Alcoholic Beverages Act, the Beer Act, the 
Ethanol	 Act,	 the	 Veterinary	Medicine	 Act,	 the	 Sanitary	
Supervision	Act,	 the	Act	 on	 the	Health	 Safety	 Status	 of	
Foodstuffs and General Use Items, the Health Care Act, 
the Health Insurance Act and the Medicines and Medical 
Devices Act, which regulate food safety matters.

■	 The	 Tourism	 Act,	 the	 Advertising	 Act,	 the	 Public	 Ski	
Resorts	Act	and	the	Associations	Act,	which	are	of	rele-
vance for tourism services matters.

■	 The	 Accreditation	 Act,	 the	 Metrology	 Act,	 the	 Act	 on	
Technical	 Requirements	 for	 Products	 and	 Conformity	
Assessment and the Act on Control of Precious Metal 
Objects, which are relevant for quality of infrastructure 
matters (accreditation, standardisation, metrology and 
technical regulations – conformity assessment).

■	 The	 Energy	 Act,	 which	 regulates	 the	 protection	 of	
consumers in relation to the purchase of energy or energy 
sources matters.

■	 The	Environmental	Protection	Act	and	the	Waste	Manage-
ment Act, which regulate environmental protection matters.
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requirements; 3) the product has the qualities expected from 
products of the same type; and 4) the product has the qualities 
and functions expected from goods of the same type and that 
the consumer can reasonably expect from the product given its 
nature and public promises on the qualities made by the seller, 
manufacturer or their representatives, particularly if the promise 
was made in the form of advertisement or on the package.

The above-mentioned rights do not affect the right on 
demanding the trader to pay the damage due to lack of conformity.

Afterall, consumers may enjoy special rights under the 
warranty provided by the trader at the time of purchase.

It is quite similar when it comes to services.  For informa-
tional purposes, the services are considered to not conform to 
the	concluded	agreement	if:	1)	the	service	does	not	correspond	
with	the	information	the	trader	gave	when	advertising	it;	2)	the	
service contradicts the information the trader gave during the 
provision of the service, if such information may be deemed to 
have had an effect on the consumer’s decisions; 3) it does not 
have special characteristics to fit the purpose acquired for, and 
which was known (or must have been known) to the trader; 4) it 
does not have the regular characteristics of services of the same 
type;	5)	 the	 service	does	not	 correspond	 to	 reasonable	 expec-
tations from it; and 6) the service does not correspond to the 
description that a third party gave on behalf of the trader before 
the agreement was signed (regardless of the manner).

2.2 Please outline the substantive tests for these 
protections.

There are no uniform tests.

2.3 What types of goods and services are covered 
by the protections relating to the quality of goods and 
services?

General consumer protection applies to all goods and services.  
There are special regulations relating to specific types of goods 
and services (e.g., the food industry, tourism, medical products and 
financial services, where quality standards are further regulated).  
Therefore, traders are also obliged to comply with these regula-
tions when selling these types of goods and services to consumers.

2.4 Are there any exceptions to these protections?

In case of second-hand goods, the trader and the consumer may 
agree on a shorter period in which the trader is liable for the lack 
of conformity (but not less than a year).

Furthermore, the trader is not liable for the lack of conformity 
if, at the moment of purchase, the consumer knew (or could not 
be unaware) of that lack of conformity.  Also, the trader will not 
be liable if the product’s material was provided by the consumer.

The trader is not liable for the lack of conformity of the service 
when the description of it does not correspond to a third-party 
description	if:	1)	the	trader	did	not	know	(or	was	not	obliged	to	
know)	that	a	third	party	gave	the	description	on	their	behalf;	or	2)	
if the description was corrected adequately and in a timely manner.

Finally, the consumer may not terminate the contract if the 
lack of conformity is considered minor.

2.5 What remedies are available for a breach of the 
protections in relation to the quality and function of 
goods and services?

In accordance with the CPA, the consumer (buyer) who has duly 
notified the trader (seller) in a timely manner on the defect of a 

A trader is a legal entity, entrepreneur or natural person acting 
on the market for purposes relating to their trade or other 
commercial purposes, or in the name or on behalf of a trader.

1.4 Which agency/agencies is/are responsible for 
enforcing consumer protection law (i.e., who is the 
investigator and who is the adjudicator)?

The Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommunications over-
sees consumer protection and the implementation of the CPA 
and regulations adopted based on it.  The Consumer Protection 
Sector	within	the	Ministry	of	Trade,	Tourism	and	Telecommu-
nications is dedicated to matters of consumer protection. 

Furthermore, state administration authorities and authori-
ties of autonomous provinces and local self-government units 
oversee projects and activities aimed at the improvement of 
consumer rights within their respective territories.

In terms of inspection, Market Inspectors conduct market 
inspection activities and ensure the compliance of traders with 
the CPA.  Inspections of the other competencies also conduct 
inspection activities within their scope of competences, which 
often overlaps with consumer protection.

Consumer protection is also provided by guaranteeing 
consumers	 the	possibility	 of	 1)	 submitting	 complaints	 against	
traders to competent bodies offering alternative dispute resolu-
tion	procedures,	and	2)	filing	a	lawsuit	against	traders	before	the	
competent court.

1.5 Are there any specific bodies that regulate/enforce 
consumer protection law in specific sectors?

Yes, in certain sectors there are special bodies that regulate/
enforce the CPA.  For example, the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Water Management or the Ministry of Health 
supervise the conformity with the regulation within their respec-
tive competences, which often overlaps with consumer protec-
tion.		Supervision	over	the	Food	Safety	Act	and	bylaws	adopted	
based on this act, is performed by the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Water Management through its Veterinary Inspec-
tors, Phytosanitary Inspectors and Agricultural Inspectors, and 
on	the	other	side,	the	Ministry	of	Health	via	Sanitary	Inspectors.

When it comes to the tourist services, Tourism Inspectors are 
mainly in charge (also, in specific cases, the Ministry of Youth 
and	Sports	oversees	the	inspection).

2 Protections in Relation to the Quality and 
Function of Goods and Services

2.1 Please describe any protections regarding the 
quality and function of goods and services acquired by 
consumers.

Consumers have several legal protection options regarding 
the quality and functioning of goods and services they have 
acquired.  In accordance with the CPA, the trader is obliged to 
deliver the goods and to provide the services in conformity with 
the concluded agreement with the consumer.  This also intro-
duces the application of the Contracts and Torts Act to the trader- 
consumer relationship as an umbrella regulation; however, the 
CPA tends to set more consumer-favoured solutions. 

Namely, the trader is responsible for the product’s material 
defects.	 	The	product	conformity	 is	met	 if:	1)	 the	product	 fits	
the description and it has the qualities presented at the model or 
sample;	2)	the	product	contains	the	specific	qualities	required	by	
the consumer if the trader was aware of the consumer’s specific 
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3 Protections/Prohibitions in Relation to 
the Safety of Goods and Services

3.1 Please describe any protections regarding the 
safety of goods and services acquired by consumers.

The safety requirements of goods acquired by consumers are 
regulated in different acts, among which the most pertinent is 
the	Act	 on	General	 Safety	 of	Products.	 	The	Act	 on	General	
Safety	of	Products	regulates	that	a	product	can	be	made	avail-
able on the market if it does not pose a risk to the safety and 
health of persons when used as intended or expected.  Further-
more, importers and distributors may only place goods on the 
market that meet the legal requirements regarding the protec-
tion of the health and safety of consumers.

Additionally, there are other regulations related to the health of 
consumers,	such	as	the	Medical	Products	Act	and	Food	Safety	Act.

3.2 Please outline the substantive tests for these 
protections.

The safety of goods shall be assessed in light of specific regula-
tions that depend on the type of goods.

3.3 What types of goods and services are covered 
by the protections relating to the safety of goods and 
services?

In general, all types of goods offered on the market by commercial 
suppliers	are	covered	by	the	Act	on	General	Safety	of	Products,	
except for products for which special regulations are adopted.

3.4 Are there any exceptions to these protections?

Products that require refurbishing before use (under the condi-
tion that the supplier informed the consumer of such fact) as 
well as antiques are listed as exceptions to these protections.

3.5 What remedies are available for a breach of the 
protections in relation to the safety of goods and 
services?

The	Act	on	General	Safety	of	Products	prescribes	fines	of	up	to	
RSD	1	million	(approx.	EUR	8,510)	for	breaching	the	act.		More-
over,	 selling	goods	 in	violation	of	 the	Act	on	General	Safety	of	
Products may be subject to criminal liability as per the Criminal 
Code, or civil liability if the goods are deemed defective as per the 
Contracts and Torts Act and the CPA.

3.6 Are there mandatory reporting requirements with 
respect to the safety of goods or services?

The manufacturer, its authorised representative and the importer 
are required to immediately inform the competent market 
surveillance authorities if they know or should have known that a 
consumer product made available at the market by them presents 
a risk for health and safety.

product is entitled to:	1)	request	the	removal	of	the	defect	or	the	
replacement of the defected product with a new one, without 
defects	(fulfilment	of	the	contract);	2)	request	a	price	reduction;	
or 3) terminate the contract.

Accordingly, when services do not conform to the concluded 
agreement,	the	consumer	shall	be	entitled	to:	1)	demand	that	the	
trader provides a service that is in conformity with the contract 
(fulfilment	 of	 the	 contract);	 2)	 when	 not	 feasible/unlawful/
would cause the trader a disproportionate burden, the consumer 
may choose to demand a price reduction; or 3) to have the 
contract terminated.

2.6 Who has or which agencies have standing to 
initiate proceedings for a breach?

Consumers may initiate proceedings for out-of-court settlement 
of consumer disputes before the competent bodies appointed 
by the Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommunications, 
subject to a previously unsuccessful declaring complaint or 
objection to the trader. 

Nevertheless, the initiation and conduct of out-of-court 
settlements of consumer disputes does not exclude or affect the 
exercise of the right to judicial protection.

The CPA also regulates the possibility to launch a collective 
interest action conducted before the Ministry of Trade, Tourism 
and Telecommunications.  The collective interest action can be 
launched by the Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommu-
nications itself or other associations registered for consumer 
protection against the trader. 
The	collective	interest	action	is	launched	if	1)	a	similar	viola-

tion of consumer rights by the same trader is detected in the case 
of	at	least	10	consumers,	and	2)	in	case	of	contracting	the	unfair	
provisions as defined in the CPA.

The available measures that the Ministry of Trade, Tourism and 
Telecommunications	can	render	are	1)	future	and	present	cessa-
tion	of	acts	of	violation,	2)	removal	of	the	irregularity,	and	3)	elim-
ination of the unfair clauses in the contracts, without any delays.

Nevertheless, even if the collective interest action is pending, 
the consumer retains their right to claim for damages from the 
trader/service provider.

2.7 Describe at least two examples of public or private 
enforcement of these protections in the last five years, 
including the conduct/alleged conduct, result and 
penalties imposed.

The Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommunications ruled 
in a collective interest action case against one of the telecommu-
nications	providers	in	Serbia.		The	service	provider	included	an	
unfair provision in its service agreement, obliging the consumer 
who terminated the contract to pay the damage in the amount 
of	 RSD	 60,000	 (approx.	 EUR	 510).	 	 The	 Ministry	 of	 Trade,	
Tourism and Telecommunications determined that there had 
been a violation of the CPA’s unfair provisions rules and ordered 
the service provider to eliminate the unfair provision from the 
service agreement.

The Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommunications 
also ruled in a collective interest action case against a rent-a-car 
company.  Here, the rent-a-car company did not clearly display 
to consumers the provision on the obligation to wash the car 
before	 returning	 it	 or	 to	 pay	 a	 contractual	 penalty.	 	 Elimina-
tion of the unfair provision was ordered in this instance, as well.
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information or providing important information in an untimely, 
vague, incomprehensible or ambiguous way or if the trader 
fails to declare their commercial purpose when addressing the 
consumers, or threatens the average consumers to undertake an 
economic decision that they would otherwise not take.

Concluding any agreement containing unfair contract terms 
is	also	prohibited.		Such	provisions	of	the	agreement	are	consid-
ered null.  An unfair contractual provision is any provision that 
results in a significant disproportion in the rights and obliga-
tions against the consumers.

Finally, placing goods/services on the market that are not safe 
for use is prohibited.

4.2 Please outline the substantive tests for the above-
mentioned protections/prohibitions.

There are no uniform tests.

4.3 Are there any exceptions/exemptions to the 
protections/prohibitions relating to Conduct?

There are no specific exemptions.

4.4 What remedies are available for a breach of the 
protections/prohibitions relating to Conduct?

Existing	 institutional	 framework	 for	 consumer	 protection	
provides four methods for resolving consumer disputes.

First, consumers can make direct contact with traders, filing 
the complaint regarding the Conduct.  
Second,	 the	filed	complaint	 results	 in	either	 the	satisfaction	

of a consumer’s needs or not.  If the consumer’s request is not 
met, the consumer can reach out to the consumer associations 
for legal advice, assistance or even mediation.
Third	 (shortly	 elaborated	 in	 section	 2),	 is	 the	 initiation	 of	

out-of-court dispute resolution proceedings.  In this case, the 
dispute will be resolved before the competent out-of-court body, 
listed as such by the Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecom-
munications.  This proceeding can be initiated by the consumer 
solely if they have previously filed a complaint or objection 
to the trader concerning the breach.  The trader is obliged to 
participate in the proceedings of the out-of-court settlement of 
consumer disputes conducted before the body.  An out-of-court 
settlement	of	a	consumer	dispute	may	last	for	a	maximum	of	90	
days, counting from the day it was initiated.  The initiation and 
conduct of out-of-court settlements of consumer disputes do not 
exclude or affect the exercise of the right to judicial protection.  
A consumer dispute may also be resolved before arbitration.

Fourth, there is the possibility of initiating a dispute regarding 
the Conduct before the competent court. 
Violations	of	the	CPA	trigger	penalties	up	to	RSD	2	million	

(approx.	 EUR	 16,900).	 	 In	 addition,	 the	 CPA	 stipulates	 the	
prohibition of performing certain activities, as well as the impo-
sition of protective measures upon the trader.

4.5 List at least two examples of public or private 
enforcement of the protections relating to Conduct in 
the last five years, including the breach/alleged breach, 
result and penalties imposed.

The Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommunications ordered 
the recall of a famous breadsticks product due to the false claims 
of extraordinary health benefits of the breadsticks.

3.7 Describe any voluntary or mandatory product 
safety recall regimes.

The	Act	on	General	Safety	of	Products	regulates	the	mandatory	
recalls that are exercised by the acting bodies (inspections per 
their	competence,	customs,	etc.).		Recall	of	the	product	must	be	
decided on a case-by-case basis.

3.8 List at least two examples of public or private 
enforcement of these protections in the last five years, 
including the breach/alleged breach, result and penalties 
imposed.

The Ministry of Health ordered the recall of dishes (cups, plates 
and containers) made by famous home textiles retail brand.  
The reason for the recall was the chemical risk, since the dishes 
contained excessive levels of plumb and cadmium, considered 
unhealthy for human use.

The Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommunica-
tions ordered the recall of famous Germany manufacturer’s 
cars	 (specific	models	 produced	between	 January	 27,	 2017	 and	
October	12,	2021)	due	to	the	high	risk	of	fire	jeopardising	the	
safety of consumers.

4 Prohibitions Relating to “Conduct” 
Against Consumers

4.1 Please describe any protections/prohibitions 
relating to the conduct of persons or businesses (e.g., 
manufacturers/retailers) which sell or supply goods 
and services to consumers (“Conduct”). For example, 
misleading and deceptive conduct, unconscionable 
conduct, etc.

As	already	explained	 in	 section	1	above,	 legislation	 regulating	
consumer	protection	 is	 vast.	 	The	European	 consumer	policy	
has	a	relevant	role	in	the	formation	of	consumer	policy	in	Serbia	
within the accession process, as an instrument for the intro-
duction and implementation of high levels of consumer protec-
tion.	 	 Serbia,	 as	 the	 negotiating	 party	 for	EU	membership,	 is	
consistent in harmonising its legislation with the legislation and 
principles	of	the	EU.

In that manner, the CPA provides numerous restrictions 
against unfair business practices towards consumers.  A business 
practice	is	unfair	if:	1)	it	is	contrary	to	professional	diligence;	or	
2)	it	significantly	violates	or	threatens	to	significantly	violate	the	
economic behaviour of the average consumer.  Furthermore, 
misleading and aggressive business practices are also considered 
unfair and are prohibited.  A business practice is misleading if 
the trader induces or threatens to induce a consumer to make 
an economic decision that they would not otherwise make.  For 
example, advertising products for features they do not have 
is misleading and therefore prohibited.  A business practice is 
aggressive if the trader, by harassment, coercion (including phys-
ical coercion) or undue influence, violates or threatens to violate 
the freedom of choice/behaviour of the average consumer, and 
thus leads or threatens to persuade the consumer to make an 
economic decision that they would not otherwise make.  For 
example, visiting the consumer in his living space without their 
prior consent or contrary to their request for the trader to leave 
is considered aggressive and is prohibited. 

Furthermore, a business practice is misleading if a trader 
fails	to	take	certain	actions	that	result	with:	1)	denying	essential	
information that the average consumer needs for the appropriate 
level	of	information	in	decision-making;	or	2)	hiding	important	
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6 Investigation of Potential Breaches

6.1 What powers does/do the consumer authority/
authorities in your jurisdiction have to investigate 
potential breaches of consumer law? Describe the key 
steps in a typical investigation.

The powers of the competent authorities vary from case to 
case.  For example, the Market Inspector has the authority to: 
1)	inspect	the	business	premises,	i.e.	the	premises	in	which	the	
trade	activity	is	performed;	2)	inspect	financial	books,	records,	
documents, electronic documents, as well as other documenta-
tion related to the performance of trade, as well as to copy or 
otherwise take them over; 3) identify persons performing trade 
activities, by inspecting an identity document or other public 
document with a photograph; 4) take written and oral state-
ments of persons conducting trade, i.e. witnesses or officials, 
as well as to invite these persons to give statements on issues of 
importance	 for	 the	 subject	of	 supervision;	 and	5)	 take	photo-
graphs, make video recordings of the premises in which the 
supervision is performed, i.e. goods and other objects that are 
the subject of supervision, etc.

When conducting inspections, the Market Inspector is also 
authorised	to	impose	the	following	measures:	1)	preventive	meas-
ures;	2)	 the	elimination	of	 the	established	 illegality;	3)	a	 tempo-
rary ban on the trade of certain goods or performance of certain 
services;	4)	the	temporary	closure	of	the	sales	facility;	5)	the	tempo-
rary ban on trade by personal offerings; 6) the temporary ban on 
conducting long-distance trade; and 7) the seizure of goods.

In addition, both the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Water Management and the Ministry of Health inspectors have 
special powers with regard to the food industry.
The	key	steps	of	investigation	are:	1)	initiation	of	the	inspec-

tion procedure ex officio	or	at	the	request	of	a	party;	2)	delivery	of	
the inspection order to the trader (in most cases); 3) compiling 
protocol with an order to the trader to eliminate illegality; 4) 
undertakings	by	trader;	5)	decision-making	by	the	inspector	(if	
the trader did not act on the inspector’s order); 6) appeal proce-
dure; and 7) administrative dispute procedure.

6.2 How is an investigation triggered (e.g., ex officio, 
whistleblower or complaint)?

Investigation	may	be	 triggered:	1)	 ex officio;	2)	by	complaints	of	
consumers; 3) by third parties; or 4) by consumer organisations/
associations, whose main activity comprises consumer protection.

6.3 Describe any complaints procedure for (i) 
consumers, and (ii) businesses.

A consumer who was dissatisfied with the trader’s response to the 
complaint or who has another request addressed to a trader may 
file a so-called consumer report to one of the registered consumer 
organisations, directly or electronically through the portal of the 
Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommunications. 

The consumer protection organisation gives feedback/assess-
ment of the merits of such request and legal advice on the condi-
tions and manner of exercising rights, and if possible, addresses 
the trader to meet consumer requests.  However, a consumer 
report is not a formal request by which the proceeding is initiated 
but rather is a petition containing a specific request for the viola-
tion of consumer rights removal.  Therefore, the trader has no 
obligation to take any action in relation to the consumer’s report.

Another case from the public enforcement area is a famous 
mineral water brand, which has been advertised to have heart-
friendly properties.  The authority’s decision prohibited such 
unfair advertising, and the trader was ordered to eliminate the 
act of false claims about the products in their advertisements.

5 Other Protections/Prohibitions

5.1 Does consumer law in your jurisdiction have 
any other prohibitions/protections not covered by 
the questions above? If so, please describe these 
prohibitions/protections.

Please	see	question	2.1.
Furthermore,	Serbia	passed	the	Act	on	Personal	Data	Protec-

tion, applicable to consumer protection matters.  This piece 
of legislation was passed in accordance with the General Data 
Protection	Regulation	2016/679	of	the	European	Parliament	and	
of	the	Council	of	April	6,	2016	(“GDPR”).		The	GDPR	provides	
various provisions concerning customer protection regarding 
information on the collection and use of personal data.

In addition, one of the most important goals of the Competition 
Act, besides regulating competition on the market, is protecting 
consumers.  For example, one of the conditions for approving the 
concentration is the determination of whether or how it will affect 
the interests of consumers.  Considerably, this act contains many 
provisions whose main goal is consumer protection.

5.2 Please outline the substantive tests for the above-
mentioned protections/prohibitions.

There are no uniform tests.

5.3 Are there any exceptions/exemptions?

There are no uniform exceptions/exemptions.

5.4 What remedies are available for a breach of these 
protections?

Please	see	question	2.5.

5.5 List at least two examples of public or private 
enforcement of these protections in the last five years, 
including the breach/alleged breach, result and penalties 
imposed.

The Competition Agency declared the existence of restrictive 
agreements	 in	the	case	of	famous	Serbian	tech	trade	company	
and other tech traders.  The Competition Agency detected that 
the	companies	involved	fixed	prices	facing	Serbian	consumers	to	
the highest prices for the tech products in the region.  The total 
penalty	paid	in	this	case	amounted	to	approx.	EUR	400,000.		

In another case, the Competition Agency also declared the 
existence of restrictive agreements in the case of two trans-
portation companies.  The Competition Agency stated that 
the companies agreed uniform prices for passengers’ transport 
between Belgrade and Valjevo city, thus significantly limiting 
the competition on the relevant market and exposing the 
consumers to higher prices.  The total fine ruled in this case was 
in	the	amount	of	EUR	1,010,924.
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to commence the proceeding is two years, except in the cases of 
collective interest of the consumers, where the time limit is set 
to three years.

7.3 Describe the enforcement powers/tools available to 
these bodies (civil, administrative, criminal).

Depending on the imposed measure, the courts or administra-
tive	bodies	can	use	different	 tools	 such	as	1)	 seizing	 financial	
assets	 from	 the	 trader’s	 accounts,	 2)	 banning	 business	 activi-
ties, 3) ordering the traders to alternate their activities, or 4) 
launching and conducting criminal cases, etc.

7.4 Where regulators/enforcement bodies have 
a choice of enforcement tools/powers, what 
considerations do they take into account in determining 
which tools/powers to use?

When determining which tools/powers to use, the competent 
authorities shall choose the effective measure that is the least 
restrictive for the trader.

7.5 Describe the relevant rules and procedures that 
must be followed by such bodies (e.g., administrative, 
judicial).

In case of criminal actions, the courts shall apply the Crim-
inal Proceedings Code.  In case of civil actions, the courts shall 
apply the Civil Proceedings Act.  Finally, in case of administra-
tive actions, the competent authorities shall apply the Adminis-
trative Proceedings Act and Administrative Disputes Act.

7.6 Is there a right to a stand-alone action and follow 
on right of action within consumer law? Who has 
standing to bring these actions?

Consumers may seek protection in stand-alone individual claims 
before court. 

Follow-on actions in consumer law do not explicitly exist 
in	 Serbia	 consumer	 law;	 however,	 the	 consumers	 can	 use	 the	
collective interest action’s ruling as evidence in their stand-alone 
actions	to	claim	damage.		Explicit	follow-on	action	exists	in	the	
competition law which is also applicable for the consumer law.  
In both cases, the plaintiff (consumer) still needs to prove the 
inflicted damage.

7.7 Is there a statute of limitations for bringing stand-
alone or follow on actions?

Time limitation in stand-alone actions will depend on the 
particularities of the consumer’s claim; for instance, in case of a 
damage claim, the consumer can file a lawsuit within three years 
as from when the consumer learnt about the damage, defect and 
the identity of the trader. 

7.8 Describe any international or regional cooperative 
mechanisms (e.g., MOUs) in which your jurisdiction is 
involved in the enforcement of consumer protection.

As	 an	 EU	 candidate,	 Serbia	 participates	 in	 numerous	 EU	
projects.	 	 For	 instance,	 Serbia	 is	 a	 member	 of	 the	 RAPEX	
system.		RAPEX	is	the	system	of	quick	exchange	of	information	

On the other hand, the Market Inspector can initiate an 
investigation if, from the content of the consumer report, it is 
concludable that the trader caused injury under their supervi-
sion.  Based on several identical consumer reports, the consumer 
organisation may initiate a proceeding for the protection of the 
collective interest of consumers, provided the legal conditions 
for this are met.

There are no specific complaints procedures for traders.

6.4 What is the timeline for a typical investigation?

There is no general timeline for an investigation as these are 
always case specific.

6.5 Are there criminal penalties for non-compliance 
with a consumer law investigation? If so, provide 
examples where such penalties have been imposed.

There are no criminal penalties for non-compliance with consumer 
law investigations.  The CPA determines misdemeanour fines for 
non-compliance with a consumer law investigation.

6.6 Can investigations be resolved by way of 
commitments or undertakings?

Yes.  In accordance with the CPA, investigations can be resolved 
by way of undertakings. 

Namely, if the violation of the law is determined, the inspector 
can instruct the trader to eliminate the determined shortcoming.  
The inspector may set time limits for the trader to eliminate the 
shortcomings.

If the inspector determines that the trader has followed through 
the measure imposed on them and eliminated the illegality, the 
inspector terminates the inspection procedure by submitting a 
report to the trader stating that the identified illegalities or defi-
ciencies in their business or conduct have been eliminated.

Otherwise, if the trader does not eliminate the established ille-
gality within the set deadline, the inspector shall without delay 
issue a decision imposing a measure for eliminating the illegality 
with an appropriate deadline referred above.  In that respect, 
if the trader does not act in accordance with the decision, the 
inspector will issue a decision imposing a measure of temporary 
prohibition of the trade of goods or performing services, etc.

7 Enforcement

7.1 How does/do the consumer authority/authorities 
seek to enforce consumer law (for example, by 
administrative decision or by commencing proceedings 
in court)?

The typical way methods for the enforcement of consumer 
protection	 are	 1)	 administrative	 proceedings,	 which	 differ	
depending on the violation, matter, potential measure, compe-
tent	 authority,	 etc.,	 and	 2)	 court	 enforcement	 proceedings,	
which follow the administration proceedings and secure the 
implementation of measures.

7.2 Is/are the consumer protection authority/
authorities bound by a time limit to commence 
proceedings on breaches?

Different time limits are applicable depending on the relevant 
cases and applicable legislation.  As per the CPA, the deadline 
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8.3 Does an appeal suspend the effect of any penalty/
the requirement to pay any fine (if applicable)?

That would depend on the particularity of the proceeding.  The 
general rule for the court proceeding is that the appeal suspends 
the effect of the penalty.  In terms of the CPA and appeals filed 
under the CPA against administrative decisions, the appeal does 
not have suspension effects.

9 Current Trends and Anticipated Reforms

9.1 What are the recent enforcement trends in your 
jurisdiction?

Enforcement	 trends	 are	 mainly	 directed	 to	 the	 protection	 of	
consumers in digital areas and internet trade, particularly trade 
through social networks, which significantly increased during 
the	COVID-19	pandemic.

There are many issues with administrative proceedings, such as 
the length of time it takes, making consumer protection law inef-
ficient.  Furthermore, out-of-court settlements are not employed 
enough since there are not enough appointed bodies for it.

9.2 Are there any proposed reforms to consumer law or 
policy within the next 12 months?

Since	 the	CPA	 came	 into	 effect	 last	 year	 (2021),	 there	 are	 no	
plans	for	new	reforms	in	the	near	future.		Additionally,	Serbia	is	
a	candidate	for	the	membership	of	the	EU,	so	in	the	near	future,	
Serbia	will	 probably	 open	 the	Chapter	 28	 for	EU	 accession	–	
Consumer and Health Protection, which will trigger changes in 
Serbian	consumer	protection	law.

among	 the	 EU	 members	 and	 the	 European	 Commission	 on	
measures and activities undertaken in relation to the health and 
safety risks generated by products on the market.

8 Appeals

8.1 Describe any appeal processes.

The	right	to	appeal	is	a	constitutional	right	for	all	Serbian	citi-
zens, thus each administrative or court proceeding provides 
appealing mechanisms.  The CPA stipulates that in the admin-
istrative proceedings run by the Ministry of Trade, Tourism and 
Telecommunications, the interested party is entitled to appeal 
decisions directly to the Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Tele-
communications with a deadline of eight days.  After this, the 
interested part is entitled to launch a lawsuit before the Admin-
istrative Court.

In terms of the court proceedings, the interested party can file 
a lawsuit in accordance with the Civil Proceedings Act.

8.2 Can consumers or retailers/manufacturers appeal 
decisions made by the consumer authority/authorities or 
by a court?

The parties who have participated in administrative or judicial 
proceedings may appeal a decision which affects them.  Third 
parties do not have such right.
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